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MEETING NOTE 
Monday 6 March  13:00 - 15:00 
Room D, London Fire Brigade 
169 Union Street, London, SE1 0LL 
 
Attendence: Sara Turnbull, Bootstrap (chair); Michael Owens, Bow Arts Trust; John Spindler & Alison 
Partridge, Capital Enterprise; Jacob Loftus, General Projects; Alice Fung, Impact HUB; Nick 
Hartwright, Mill Co; Nichole Herbert Wood, Second Floor Arts; Charles Armstrong, Trampery; Andrea 
Kolokasi, Workspace Group; Simon Pitkeathley, Camden Collective / LEAP. 
Jules Pipe, Deputy Mayor for Regeneration, Planning, and Skills; Ben Johnson, Advisor to the Mayor 
on Business and Digital; Debbie Jackson, GLA Regen; Levent Kerimol, GLA Regen; Kirsten Dunn, 
GLA Culture; Rachael Roe, GLA Culture; Laura Samuel, GLA Culture; Jenny Gulliford, London 
Councils; Andrew Scott, LB Hackney; Oliver Deed, Snapdragon (PR to the Board) 
 
Apologies: James Byrne, Sustainable Ventures; Jeannette Pritchard, Ugli Campus; Maria Diaz-
Palomares, GLA Economic & Business Policy.  
 

 
 
1. Welcome by the Deputy Mayor  
 
Jules Pipe talked of his experience in Hackney and said that he thought workspace was a vital part of 
London’s economy, and that he hopes to do what he can within the constraints of the London Plan, 
and also through the LEAP. He said workspace providers have to speak in a united voice, and looked 
forward to engaging in future. 
 
 

2. Summary of Previous Work  
 
The Open Workspace Providers Group (OWPG) was set up 2 years ago as a sub group to the LEP’s 
SME Working Group. The Group wanted to do things. It produced the Open Workspace Agenda to 
say what the sector needs, with one eye on a new Mayor. The Group supported the commissioning of 
research on the Value of Workspace carried out by IPPR, which set out a framework for measuring 
value (page 36). The Group influenced the GLA and Future of London, and Local Authorities. 
However the OWPG didn’t get around to engaging the wider sector, which we should focus on trying 
to represent the  
 
 

3. Introductions  
 
Members briefly introduced themselves, and set out their interests: 
• Simon Pitkeathley interested in the idea of growing micro enterprise to grow employment in the 

local area. 
• Capital Enterprise includes 14 or 15 coworking spaces, interested in affordability, and the 

entrepreneurship for all agenda. 
• Nichole secured space in Deptford through sec 106, and here to represent artists, makers, and 

craftspeople. 
• Andrea taking over from Jamie Hopkins from Workspace Group, bringing commercial experience 
• Michael Owens, artist workspace scene changing, interested in the relationship with place, and 

relations with other workspace providers. 
• Alice Fung has frontline experience in workspace, interested in the value generated by social 

innovation. 

http://camdencollective.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/open-w.jpg
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/valueofworkspace-ippr2016.pdf


• Jacob Loftus working as an office developer, conscious some businesses being priced out of 
London, trying to establish a model for long term affordable workspace 

• Charles Armstrong opened one of the first coworking spaces in 2003, now 8 sites, but sees a real 
threat for early stage entrepreneurs and creative practitioners who are in a precarious position now 
more than ever, and may leave London 

• Nick Hartwright is a workspace provider to creative professionals, and interested in policy for this 
and affordability puzzle. 

 
 

4. Future Priorities Discussion  
 
• There are a range of workspace providers in the room, catering for different sectors, some 

charities with social aims, some businesses with commercial aims, but see the need for social 
impact.  

• Mapping found 400 spaces provided by 300 providers, just before everyone got interested. Highly 
capitalised people entered the market, at around the same it got really expensive. 

• As well as engaging other providers, we need to tackle ‘affordability’ as a topic, once we establish 
value. 

 
 

a. Planning 
 
London Plan is currently being drafted on a tight timetable. The Board would have a consultative role. 
Question of what affordability means for a business is relevant for this. 
 
• There is interest in greater mixed use in developments, intensified employment space in those 

areas whilst also building above.  
• Opening up unused space in libraries is of interest. 
• A kitemark for workspace should be established – a consistent measure of value is important for 

this and will be a crucial link to the London Plan. 
• Creative Enterprise Zones could be key for what happens broadly in London, but what are the big 

levers we should focus on? 
• A lot of workspace depends on section 106 mechanisms, but often these result in space of limited 

longevity that is not physically well-conceived (fit out), and that is whether further input is needed. 
• Mill Co working with developers at an early stage is the best way to ensure appropriate facilities, 

rather than s106 shell and core, and use meanwhile as market testing phase.  
• A useful tool in the s106 is to ensure that the residential can’t be occupied before the cultural 

tenant is able to occupy. This has worked well in Deptford - the developer was very attentive to our 
needs as a result!  

• Few developers are going to see the ‘carrot’ and therefore need the ‘stick’, but the Local Authority 
need the backup for a solid case, that London Plan can provide. It can also help relevant 
departments make a case internally, for less than best rent. 

• Bootstrap was faced with rent review, and transformed model to make the subsidy clear, to which 
businesses it was going to and why. But the workspace needs to be commercially viable to do so. 

• Affordability is too generic a term. Who is it affordable to, and why. We have to be careful about 
not merging these issues: 

i. Artists / Creative marginally profitable businesses, if ever, can only every afford a certain price 
point, but their value is beyond this 

ii. A start up needs to become commercially viable, but needs a moment of support 
iii. Social impact e.g. impact on disadvantage 
iv. Catalyst to economic development, dynamic and bring more start-ups, and bigger businesses 

• Councils should feel they can reinforce this message, with clarity, and London Plan can help set 
this context. And events spread the value metrics, so Councils clearly ask for the affordability that 
is being achieved and for who and why.  

• However are we at risk of creating “reservations” (areas of London where endangered species can 
be found) and limiting dynamism. Some parts of London are waiting for Shoreditch to become 
unaffordable to attract the businesses. This ‘trickle down / out’ effect can work to an extent, as long 
as the dynamism is there and there are places more affordable. But when businesses can’t find 
the space in zone 3, as there are no affordable areas left, start-ups are more likely to move 
abroad.  



• Cultural Infrastructure Plan has a broad definition including dance infrastructure, fashion, testing in 
Haringey, but question over whether all affordable workspaces are included or just those catering 
for the “creative” sector. 

 
 

b. Funding 
 
The LEAP and the GLA have had confirmation from Government over the settlement for the next 
round of funding. The London Regeneration Fund (LRF) was the first time we invited bids from 
workspace providers, and there was a lot of demand and interest in this from boroughs and providers. 
We’ll be looking to support workspace projects, as one of a range of priorities in the new the Good 
Growth Fund, which the Mayor is hoping to launch in late April. The Workspace Providers Board 
could consider the needs for funding whether grants or loans would be preferable, fit-out or purchase 
of space. 
 
• The Haringey Opportunity Investment Fund was a good example; lending money to businesses is 

a better idea than providing grant.  
• Grants for meanwhile can be a waste of money, unless it feeds into the future long term. 
• Debt finance is the critical tool for the sector. Typically there is an upfront cost with steady pay 

down through revenue income. However there is a huge problem with access to development 
capital. Mainstream banks won't lend to workspace providers because they are too small. Social 
Finance sector in London is too small for these kinds of projects. Although public sector finance 
should be subject to the same levels of scrutiny a bank would have, so funding goes to providers 
able to pay back.  

• In the current property market acquiring property is the only way to establish the longevity of 
providers, however it needs an order of capital far in excess of lease based ownership. 

• The public funding could be used to leverage private sector finance, and de-risk it, would make it 
cheaper than social investment. 

• We need to make sure the spaces are available for people who need them, in the bigger spaces, 
and look for cross-subsidising with commercial rents. 

• There is a choice for funders, as risk is less in funding the larger well capitalised providers who 
operate multiple spaces tend to be more commercial. For the public sector it ought to be about 
growing the smaller providers, who tend to be more mission driven on social impact. 

• Agree with idea of establishing loan funding, to leverage a layering of funding, but we haven’t 
cracked it yet, as the financial literacy is not always there in the public sector, and we need the 
infrastructure and experience to make it work.  

• First 25% of funding is hardest to get. Arts Impact Fund bridge in a way (short term at market 
interest rates), because it helps then get the mortgage for the rest. 

• Something like a Convertible Note would be flexible to start off as equity, so the whole business is 
not at risk, but it’s got a break clause which converts to debt at a set point. 

 
 

c. Business Rates 
 
Business Rates are going to be particularly problematic for London, given the changes in property 
values since 2006. The budget is likely to include more transitional relief. But the issue is small 
business rate relief doesn’t apply to big coworking space. Of course there are lots of issues with the 
national see-sawing, and how often they are reviewed. But are there tactical questions about what is 
asked for when and from whom. 
 
• WeWork are subdividing their spaces to take advantage of small business rate relief, tiny little 

rooms, and the more open, collaborative spaces are penalised. 
• What about sector getting VAT relief? The VAT on top of service charge also makes coworking 

more expensive, whereas simply renting space is not VAT-able. VAT is a tax on consumers and 
washes through businesses claiming it back. However many artists and individual professionals 
are not VAT registered. Focus should be on getting them VAT registered. Also VAT is a Treasury 
issue. 

• Should the Board be saying something VOA revaluations appeal and the charge for this? 



• Should we be asking that Business Rates be charged to landlords? Of course they will pass it on 
in rents, and some evidence that rates increase on businesses can mean lower rent rises, but they 
are typically upward only, so not always easy to adjust. 

• Business rates system was a big driver for meanwhile use, so changes will affect this too. 
• Business rates in 2019/20 will be with the mayor (37% go to Mayor), so it makes sense to address 

the GLA. Boroughs are also looking to the Mayor for a lead, and may be prepared to match the 
burden.  

• Make a specific, properly costed finance paper with options and asks. Setting out the argument 
that affordable workspaces generate new businesses that are going to grow the business rates 
base over a number of years. Although this may not be as strong an argument for artists. The chief 
finance officers are now looking at how they can grow their top line. 

• There could be a difficulty in getting rate relief for all workspace providers across the board. There 
is a simplicity/ clarity in charitable relief. 

• The way affordability is dealt with could be relevant. For example if there  were set figures about 
what is considered affordable for artists, creative, start-ups, then the relief could be worked out to 
meet those absolute levels, and any workspace provider would benefit for the number of each in 
each category. So you’re not gatekeeping a whole organisation. 

• We need to work out scenarios to link rate relief to the kind of occupiers you provide for. 
• Another model might be to divide the number of businesses per sqm the occupational density, to 

work out small business rate relief. 
• It might be worth speaking to the consultant who got Great Western Studios small business rate 

relief equivalence as an individual discretionary thing. And spread this learning to other providers, 
perhaps a small team providing advice to providers. 

 
ACTION: Financial paper needed, with a few models, and a few key asks, aimed at the 2020 Mayoral 
control, which disassociates it from the imminent changes across the board. A few Workspace 
Providers Board to draft, with view to presenting to GLA Finance. 
 
 

d. Measuring Value 
 
The IPPR report combined various value metrics from various providers. This Board could look at it, 
take a leadership role in testing it, and commit to collecting that data. This would make a powerful 
point. The GLA are producing template questionnaires to make this easier for providers.  
 
• Several members said they already collect this data, or will look at the metrics and consider 

collecting it in future. 
• Impact HUB have a global value assessment matrix in Vienna, and would review how this overlaps 

with that. 
• The Trampery are looking at dynamically tracking the growth of their businesses through 

Companies House, and benchmark this against the small businesses or a sectors as a whole, and 
could make this available, although it only works on registered companies. 

• The IPPR matrix could be strengthened on cultural value. It doesn’t measure artist studios very 
well, and we’re open to comments and improvements. 

• There is huge value in cultivating consistent data sets, to drive and inform policy.  
• It would also be helpful for artists to re-describe themselves as ‘businesses’, there is more 

transferability than sometimes assumed. 
• We need to describe properly what's going on in workspace. 
 
ACTION: GLA to circulate survey templates 
 
 

e. Engaging with the wider network 
 
• There are opportunities to engage the boroughs, through London Councils, and forming a 

campaign around the Workspace Pledge the Mayor asked Boroughs to make. 
• Other workspace providers can be offered support and collated resources.   
• Aim to have an event with boroughs and an event with workspace providers, by the end of the year 
• There is an Artists Studios Taskforce, which needs to have a link 
 



ACTION: GLA to circulate letter from Mayor to boroughs on Workspace Pledge. 
 
 

5. Next Steps including communications  
 
• Quarterly meetings to be set up, focusing on a topic each time, with some  
• Board members agreed to contribute to various topics a provisional list: 

Planning - Alice Fung, Michael Owens  
Funding - Alison Partridge, Nichole Herbert Wood  
Business Rates - Simon Pitkeathley, Alice Fung 
Measuring Value - Sara Turnbull, Nichole Herbert Wood 

• There is an Open Workspace Twitter and Tumblr, which is run by Oliver Deed from Snapdragon, 
PR consultants for Workspace Group, who supported the OWPG previously. Members agreed to 
contribute to this. 

 
 

6. A.O.B.  
 
• Capital Enterprise member event on co-working at Impact Hub, contact Alison. 
• LB Hackney have a Change.org competition about business rates 
 


